One of the key intentions of the EU’s REACH regulation is to minimize the number of
new tests carried out on vertebrates, whilst still ensuring the safe use of substances.
One significant way of doing this is to assess the (eco)toxicology of a “target”
compound using the data from one or more “source” compounds, chemical
substances that are structurally similar, with similar physico-chemical characteristics,
and that would be expected to have a similar (eco)toxicity profile. Using data on
closely-related surrogates to fill data gaps on the target substance is known as a
“read-across” approach.

Endpoint information from the source chemical is used to predict information for
another target chemical for the same endpoint, when the properties of the
chemicals are considered to be similar.
Both target and source information must be present in the dossier containing the
read-across approach (meaning you must include certain information in the dossier
– details will follow).

Analogue read-across mostly just relies on that the result for one chemical is the
same as for another, whereas for categories there can be properties that vary in a
clearly predictable way (e.g. boiling point steadily increases with the length of the
molecule hydrocarbon chain).

Qualitatively and quantitatively similar effects are caused by a common compound,
which is formed from all category members.
Substances AZ, BZ, CZ and DZ are different inorganic salts of a common acid. They
dissociate rapidly in the test medium to the common anion Z and to their different
counter ions. The counter ions A, B, C and D do not influence the solubility and the
toxicity of the category members.

Example 1: The source substance A and the target substance B are structurally
similar substances which have similar bioavailabilities (e.g. water solubility,
adsorption, lipophilicity, volatility, no transformation). The exposure to A and B
causes same types of (absence of) effects through a common mechanism. The
strength of effects of the target substance B are predicted to be similar to the effects
of the source substance A for the property under consideration.
Example 2: The common (identical) compound formed from both the target and
source substances.
The source substance AY and the target substance AZ are structurally similar
substances, which are rapidly and extensively absorbed after administration. Both
substances are (bio)transformed in the same tissue/organ to the common compound
A and to the non-common compounds Y and Z.
The common compound A is solely responsible for the (absence of) effects. The
(bio)transformation of the parent substances is rapid and extensive and therefore,
only no/negligible systemic exposure to them occurs. Exposure to the non-common
compounds Y and Z does not influence the prediction of the property under
consideration. The effects of the target substance AZ are predicted to be equal to
the effects of the source substance AY for the property under consideration.
Example 3: The common compound is the unchanged form of the source substance
and a (bio)transformation product of the target substance.
The source substance A and the target substance B are structurally similar
substances, which are rapidly and extensively absorbed after administration.
Substance A is not (bio)transformed. Substance B is rapidly and extensively
(bio)transformed to substance A, and therefore no/negligible systemic exposure to
substance B occurs. The source substance A is the common compound in this

analogue approach. The common compound
A is solely responsible for the (absence of) effects. The effects of the target substance
B are predicted to be equal to the effects of the source substance A for the property
under consideration.

Target records are subject to a limited completeness check as it is not meaningful for
the target record to contain information related to an experimental study.

In a chemical category it is common that read-across is applied to fill data gaps
across different category members. So if we would have substances A, B and C, then
we would see that for endpoints Boiling point and Particle size, substance A will
contain target records and substances B and C source records, whereas for
endpoints Melting point / freezing point and Density, substance A and B will be the
sources and substance C will contain the target records.

You can indicate the Regulatory purpose of the category (optional).

Category documents are listed first by CORE = endpoint study summaries and then
by OECD = endpoint study records. Make sure the right one is selected.
The endpoints to be selected are the endpoints on which category read-across is
based. Even if substance A does not need data for more than two endpoints, the
category endpoints are all those where any information relevant to the category
exists. It may well contain some endpoints where all substances have experimental
data – this would be “proof of concept” of that the values can be predicted across
the category (e.g. the partition coefficient has been measured and is the same for all
-> this gives credibility to the hypothesis).

Category hypothesis – the statement you want to prove with this read-across
Applicability domain – the range for which the read-across applies
Category justification – should include the reasoning why the substances are
considered similar but also indicate the differences and why these differences are not
relevant for this endpoint. if multiple category objects exist in the dossier, it is also
useful to mention the category name supporting this read-across outcome.
Read the relevant RAAF for instructions.

This is where you can see that a substance dataset is linked to a category; you go to
section 0.2 in the table of contents of the dataset.

Here is the table of comparison of what is the expected content in the target
endpoint study record of the category approach. In red are the fields that are
mandatory for the completeness check. The black crosses show the optional
information which however can be relevant for the documentation.
The main difference between the target record of the analogue approach and of the
category approach is that the cross-reference to the source substance is not needed
for the category approach. Such a link to the source substances is already created
via the category object.

Adequacy of study: is supporting study, other information or disregarded study
means that it is not used to fulfil the information requirement.
Justification for type of information: The justification should explain why the
read-across works for the selected endpoint and why the differences can be
considered irrelevant.
Leave empty the fields that relate to the experimental setup and the validity of the
source information (provided in source data)

As the registered substance often represents a more wide range of concentrations
than a particular test material and as several purity profiles may be covered in the
registration, it is essential to indicate the assumed composition of the read-across
target material, so that its relevance for the registered substance can be assessed.
Read-across may also take place from one form of a test material to another. In this
case, the form of the read-across target material should be clearly indicated.
In the case of a multi-constituent or UVCB substances, the target material may also
refer to a (group of) constituent of such a substance, depending on what approach
the registrant takes in fulfilling the information requirement.
Read-across may be applied to generate results on another substance than the
registered substance (e.g. transformation product), which is relevant for the safety
assessment.

You should only report results that have been generated by the read-across
approach in the target record. The source endpoint study record may also contain
results which are not used in the read-across approach; these should not be present
it the target endpoint study record.

The read-across target material is usually the substance that is in scope of the
registration, but, e.g., in the case of a multi-constituent or UVCB substances, the
target material may also refer to a (group of) constituent of such a substance,
depending on what approach the registrant takes in fulfilling the information
requirement.

Here is the table of comparison of what is the expected content in the source and in
the target endpoint study record of an analogue approach. In red are the fields that
are mandatory for the completeness check. The black crosses show the optional
information which however can be relevant for the documentation.
The main differences are in:
- Experimental study related information is expected in the source record only
- Data waiving fields remain empty both for source and target
- Justification for the type of information and the cross-reference fields must be
filled in the target record only. Cross reference: provide here the link to the
source endpoint study records. They must be in the same IUCLID section.
- Test materials and Results and discussions are mandatory for both target and
source record

Normally the ’Adequacy of study’ of the source data is expected to be ‘key study’,
because a key study is a study which is on its own adequate and reliable enough to
provide information on that endpoint/property. And to serve as the source of a readacross exercise, it is expected that the starting point is a study of high reliability and
quality, or otherwise it is doubtful whether the read-across result can be trusted, as
the read-across itself introduces uncertainty (it’s a prediction, not a measured
value). In exceptional situations, it could be foreseen that a study which has only
been used as weight of evidence can serve as source data, but extensive justification
would be needed in this case.

Leave empty the fields that relate to the reliability of the source information
(provided in source data)
‘Justification for type of information’: to build the justification, consult the
relevant RAAF to see how ECHA will assess the read-across and to ensure that
necessary elements are included in the justification.
There are free text templates available for this field to help. The templates include
the following:
- HYPOTHESIS FOR THE ANALOGUE APPROACH: Describe why the read-across can
be performed (e.g. common functional group(s), common
precursor(s)/breakdown product(s) or common mechanism(s) of action
-

SOURCE AND TARGET CHEMICAL(S) (INCLUDING INFORMATION ON PURITY AND
IMPURITIES): Provide here, if relevant, additional information to that included in
the Test material section of the source and target record

- ANALOGUE APPROACH JUSTIFICATION: Summarise here based on available
experimental data how these results verify that the read-across is justified
- DATA MATRIX

Leave empty the fields that relate to the experimental setup of the source study
(provided in source data). No GLP compliance or type of method to be provided
because these are experimental methods and reported in the soucre record
Test material information - eventhough the field is called ‘Test material
information’, for a read-across target record this is not the material that was tested
(that is reported in the experimental source record). In this case the ‘Test material
information’ refers to the target material of the read-across, i.e. the material to
which the extrapolation/prediction is made.
Results and discussion - While for analogue read-across this is often the case that
the results are the same as in the source result, you may need to do corrections to
the result value due to differences such as molecular weight. Also, do not report in
the target record any results that were not part of the read-across exercise. For
example, if the endpoint is one where clinical signs were investigated as part of the
experimental study (7.5, 7.8.1, 7.8.2), these should not be reported for the readacross target record as they are experimental observations.

This table indicates what data is to be filled in.
- The endpoint is expected to be the same
- Adequacy of study in the source record is expected to be at the key study level
whereas the target record can be key study, weight of evidence or supporting
study (if the information requirement is already fulfilled with a key study or
weight of evidence).
- The experimental data (data source, materials and methods) are mandatory for
the source record
- Test materials needs to be provided in both records. In the source record it
reflects the tested material. Whereas in the target record it is the read-across
target material (the registered substance or a constituent of a multi-constituent
substance or UVCB.
- Results and discussion in the source record reflects the experimental study, but in
the target record it should reflect the results on the target material, incl any
corrections, e.g., differences in the molecular weight between the source and
target substance.

